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Loco-Motion!
Hauling a locomotive along
the Las Vegas Strip was
quite the rush. ACT reports

SSharp turns were not a problem for the high angle steering provided by the Goldhofer.

Three rough terrain cranes from
Dielco Cranes lifted the locomotive
off the Goldhofer trailer onto the
Convention Center floor.

I

t is clear what people expect to see
along the legendary Las Vegas Strip
at midnight: white stretch limousines,
sport utility vehicles with tinted glass and
police cars – red lights flashing – racing
from one call to another. So it was all
the more astonishing for high rollers in
Nevada to see a gigantic yellow locomotive
slowing moving along the famous Las
Vegas Boulevard. Instead of rolling along
railroad tracks, as one would expect, the
locomotive was hauled on 14 axle lines of
a THP/SL heavy-duty module system from
Goldhofer Aktiengesellschaft, based in
Memmingen, Germany.
The 190-ton diesel-electric locomotive
from locomotive manufacturer EMD, a
subsidiary of Caterpillar, measured 100
feet long, 16 feet tall and 10 feet wide. The
locomotive was a star on the Strip, but
it also was an exhibition highlight at the
Caterpillar stand at MINExpo 2012, the
world’s leading mining tradeshow, which
took place at the Las Vegas Convention
Center.
The transport of the train car from the
train station to the Convention Center
premises was the job of Precision Heavy
Haul, headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona.
The challenge of the Precision Heavy Haul
team was to find a solution as to how the
locomotive could be securely anchored to
the THP modules without substantially
increasing the transport weight. At the
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sa
same time, though, the tie-down
st
strategy had to be so stable that
th
the track wheels of the locomotive
w
were not damaged during
tr
transport.
“We were successful with both of these
through a cleverly thought-out system,”
says Mike Poppe, founder and owner
of Precision Heavy Haul. “And with the
THP/SL lines from Goldhofer, we had the
absolutely ideal axle lines for this project.
With their high bending moment and
low deadweight, the THP/SL axles were
the perfect base for the transport of the
locomotive.”
With an axle load of up to 45 tons,
an axle compensation of up to ± 300
millimeters, an extremely high bending
moment and low deadweight, the twinwheeled THP/SL modular system from
Goldhofer was ideal, according to Poppe.
“Such extraordinary projects as this one
in Las Vegas strengthen our reputation as
the leader in the world market for high-

end transport equipment,” says Stefan
Fuchs, chairman of the board of Goldhofer
Aktiengesellschaft. “The specialists in
the sector know that with difficult orders,
there can be no compromise. For that
reason, they trust our systems from the
very beginning, since they stand not only
for quality, but at the same time also for
thousands of successfully realized heavy
transport projects over decades.”

Picture perfect
For PHH, the guarantee for success was
imperative and the project was picture
perfect. For example, the transport
route was selected in such a way that
no bridges had to be crossed and the
minimum number of intersections with
traffic lights had to be traversed. In
order to avoid collisions with power
lines and other utilities, a whole series of
special service providers were involved
in the project. To be able to manage the
route between the rail station and the
Convention Center as quickly as possible,
the transport specialists from Precision
Heavy Haul at times switched over to the
lanes for oncoming traffic. The transport
convoy was prepared for any eventuality,

With a length of 100 feet, a height of 16 feet and a width of 10 feet, the EMD locomotive
was a star of the Strip and a highlight of the Caterpillar stand at MINExpo 2012.
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and it consisted of two tractors and the
Goldhofer axle lines, five vehicles with
hydraulic ramps and six telescopic loaders
equipped with cranes and working
platforms, and two civilian escort vehicles.
The transport team was also assisted by 11
Nevada Highway Patrol officers. Precision
Heavy Haul’s team was out in force with a
team of 40 people.
Authorities in Las Vegas were initially
uncomfortable during the run-up to
the project, because on the day of the
transport, President Barack Obama was
in the city. There were fears that the
presidential motorcade would be held up
by the locomotive transport.
“But fortunately there were no problems,”
says Poppe. “We brought off our transport
absolutely on schedule, and as far as I
know, the president’s fleeting visit also
finished without any particular incident.”
The 4,300 horsepower locomotive was
lifted off the railroad tracks and onto the
Goldhofer THP/SL by means of special
hoisting equipment during a narrow time
window of five hours. After the loading
process, the convoy started at 11 p.m. at
walking speed along the most famous
street in Las Vegas, passing such famous
hotels as the Four Seasons and Mandalay
Bay. Once it arrived at the Convention
Center, the locomotive was unloaded at
its exhibition location in the pavilion. The
actual transport time lasted more than six
hours.
After the MINExpo, the EMD
locomotive was taken back to the rail
station. “We carried out the return
transport with our team that had plenty
of experience working with each other,
and of course once again with the same
technical equipment and the Goldhofer
axles,” Poppe explains. “And here, too,
■
everything went smoothly.”
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